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THE ALL-NEW YAMAHA STAR VENTURE.
®

™

• Powerful Fuel-Injected 1854cc V-Twin • 6-Speed Transmission • Electric Sure-Park™ Forward
& Reverse Parking Assist • Heated Rider & Passenger Seats & Backrests • Long Reaching LED
Headlights • Adjustable Handlebar • Large Analog Speedometer, Tachometer, and 7" Touch
LCD Infotainment Display • Electric Remote Locking Saddlebags & Tour Trunk w/Passenger
Backrest • Drive Mode & Traction Control • Cruise Control • Dual Zone Infotainment

POWERSPORTS EAST
620 PULASKI HWY-RT. 40
BEAR DE, 19701
302-322-4120
www.powersportseast.com
YAMAHA OPEN HOUSE - DECEMBER 9TH!

One year limited factory warranty + Four years Yamaha Extended Service = Five years coverage: Certain exclusions apply, see terms of each for details.
Professional riders depicted on closed courses. Dress properly for your ride with a helmet, eye protection, long sleeves, long pants, gloves and boots.
Yamaha and the Motorcycle Safety Foundation encourage you to ride safely and respect the environment. For further information regarding the MSF course,
please call 1-800-446-9227. Do not drink and ride. It is illegal and dangerous. Some models shown with optional accessories. ©2017 Yamaha Motor
Corporation, U.S.A. All rights reserved. • YamahaMotorsports.com
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FEATURED

EVENTS

We want to list your motorcycle event in DelMarVa, Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia and D.C.
Send the details to mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com and add us to your mailing list.
Event listings are free and may include an online listing. Event details may change so we encourage you to call ahead.
Check out our online calendar at WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM for updates and additional events!
(We reserve the right not to list an event at our discretion, without explanation.)

Timonium Motorcycle Show 2018
Friday, February 9, 2018 - Sunday, February 11, 2018

Every foreign and domestic motorcycle manufacturer available
in USA on display!
100’s of exhibits covering everything in motorcycling!
Huge Custom and Antique Bike Show!
Entertainment and Celebrities!
After Market and Travel & Tour Feature Areas!
After Party and a Whole Lot More!
Maryland State Fairgrounds - Timonium, Maryland, 2200 York RoadTimonium, MARYLAND, 21093
(410) 561-7323, www.cycleshow.net

Progressive International Motorcycle Show
Washington D.C.
Friday, February 23, 2018 - Sunday, February 25, 2018

See All The Latest Bikes From All The Major Motorcycle Manufacturers
Ultimate Builder Bike Show, Demos, Entertainment, Celebrity Appearances, 100s of Vendors Walter E.
Washington Convention Center, 801 Mt Vernon Pl NW, Washington, D.C., 20001
www.motorcycleshows.com/city/washington-dc
- fetured events continued next page -
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FEATURED EVENTS - CONTINUED Pictures with Santa on his Harley
Saturday, December 16, 2017 from 11:00 AM to
2:00 PM

Pictures with Santa on his Harley! Bring the kids, your
sweetheart, your 4 legged friend or just bring yourself!!
Professional photos by Redford Photography- donation are
$5 and benefit CYS of Washington County.
Steel City Harley-Davidson, 1375 Washington Rd, Washington, PENNSYLVANIA, 15301
Contact (724) 225-7020 www.steelcityharley.com

30th Annual Harrisburg Motorcycle Swap Meet
Sunday, November 19, 2017 9:00a. to 6:00p.

Join us for the 30th Annual Harrisburg Motorcycle Swap
Meet. This is one of the largest indoor motorcycle parts
swap meets in the country. 100’s of spots full of bikes, parts
(new and used), clothing, accessories, jewelry, electronics and more. $300 door prize (must be present to win) we
draw until there is a winner at 3pm!
FREE Bike Show - Classes for ALL Motorcycles.
Pennsylvania Farm Show Complex
2300 North Cameron St, Harrisburg, PA, 17110
Contact (386) 206-5276
paulrjackson@hotmail.com
- featured events continued next page -
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FEATURED EVENTS CALENDAR CONTINUED
East Coast Indoor Nationals Car And Custom Motorcycle Show

Saturday, December 2, 2017 - Sunday, December 3, 2017
The Largest Indoor All American Car And Custom Motorcycle Show On The East Coast.
300 Of The Finest Rods,Customs,Musclecars,Antiques,Pro-Street,Nostalgia Drag Cars And Custom Motorcycles.
Cars And Trucks Pre-1974 And Custom Motorcycles Any Year.
Large Vendor Area, Free Parking, DJ, 50/50 and more
- continued Call David 410-628-6262, Email Jitrbug57@Hotmail.Com
Timonium Fairgrounds, 2200 York Rd, Timonium,
MARYLAND, 21093
Contact 717-269-2625
swish@eastcoastindoornats.com
www.eastcoastindoornats.com

MARYLAND EVENTS
Veteran’s Day Ride to Arlington Cemetary

Saturday, November 11, 2017 7:30 AM
Battley Harley-Davidson/ Battley Cycles
7830 Airpark Rd, Gaithersburg, MARYLAND 20879
Join us for our annual ride to Arlington Cemetery on Veteran’s Day. We’ll have coffee and donuts starting at 7:30 am.
Kickstands up at 8:00 am as we head to Arlington. The group will park and attend the ceremony at the amphitheater.
10:30 am Concert, 11:00 am Wreath Laying Ceremony, 11:05 am Observance Program. Parking and admission are free.
www.battley.com

Toys 4 Tots

Sunday, November 12, 2017 from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM
American Legion Riders - ALR - Toys for Tots Toy Run in Support of Marine Corps
American Legion Riders Post 175
832 Manhattan Beach Road, Severna Park, Maryland 21146
Must have “New” unwrapped toy to gain entrance...
Contact (410) 544-2066 - Michelle or Bill

Christmas Open House
Saturday, December 9, 2017 from 11:00 AM to 2:00 PM

Free Pics with Santa and much more!
All American Harley-Davidson, 8126 Old Leonardtown Road, Hughesville, MARYLAND
(301) 274-5000, email: info@aah-d.com, www.allamericanh-d.com

Battley Toy Ride
Saturday, December 16, 2017 9:30 AM

Toy drive is for the kids at the Holy Cross Hospital pediatric clinic in Aspen Hill. Please bring a new, unwrapped toy or
book to put in the big box in the showroom. On December 16 the Black Jacket Cruizers lead the ride to distribute the
toys. Everyone is welcome to come on the ride. Gather at 9:30 am, kickstands up at 10:00 am.
Battley Harley-Davidson/ Battley Cycles, 7830 Airpark Rd, Gaithersburg, MARYLAND, 20879
www.battley.com
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PENNSYLVANIA EVENTS
Annual Marine Toys for Tots Bike Run
Saturday, November 4, 2017 10:00 AM

Join us for our toy run - registration is a new, unwrapped toy valued at $10 or more OR $20 monetary donation! Ride
length dependent on weather. Buffet style lunch, 50/50, live music included with ride! All bikes - and cars welcome!
Steel City Harley-Davidson®, 1375 Washington Rd, Washington, PENNSYLVANIA, 15301
Contact: (724) 225-7020 www.steelcityharley.com

Tuckers Toy Run 2017
Saturday, November 4, 2017 10:00 AM

We will be hosting our annual Tuckers Toy Run to honor Tucker Stuart who tragically lost his life while riding his
motorcycle. We will have a police escorted ride from Tri Boro Sportsman Club in Northampton to
Saint Lukes Pediatric Unit in Bethlehem where we will donate the toys collected.
If you would like to participate please bring a new unwrapped toy or items we can use to donate to local animal shelters
or a monetary donation to help needy families during the holiday season or to local police and fire departments.
All vehicles welcome to participate. Arrive at Tri-Boro anytime after 10 am we will be leaving the club at noon sharp.
Anyone interested in coming back to the club, we will have plenty of basket raffles, 50/50 and food and drink specials
throughout the day.
Tri-Boro Sportsmen, 21st and Canal Street, Northampton, PENNSYLVANIA, 18067
Contact (610) 762-5010 - Rick, RNAUMAN1968@YAHOO.COM
www.facebook.com/events/1633456956948796/

7th Annual Chester County Toy Run
Saturday, November 4, 2017 from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Help us collect toys for Chester County Children in need.
West Chester Cycle 739 Downingtown Pike West Chester PA 19380
Run Ends at Texas Roadhouse Downingtown
There will be a Bike Show-Vendors-Controlled Chaos Racing Drag Bike-Raffles and more.
Cost to attend is a New Toy or $20
Vendor Information call 610-772-6516 Vendor fee is a raffle donation.
West Chester Cycle, 739 Downingtown Pike, Downingtown, PENNSYLVANIA, 19380
Contact (610) 772-6516 - John, johnzwirziina@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/events/352101791913267/?active_tab=Discussion

Riff Raff Riders Toy Run
Sunday, November 5, 2017 9:00 AM
Bring a New Unwrapped Toy
Kickstands up 10am
Starts at Scott Powersports
1675 Rte 309
PENNSYLVANIA
www.riffraffriders.org

- PA events continued next page -
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PENNSYLVANIA - CONTINUED
Eastern PA Toy Run
Sunday, November 5, 2017 from 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM

Annual Toys for Tots Run. Always held the first Sunday in November to start the Toys for Tots Season in Berks County.
Berks County has the highest poverty level in all of Pennsylvania. Each rider brings a new non-gift wrapped toy of any
value for a needy child. The Marine corps Reserve unit (India Battery 3/14) moved out of Reading to Allentown 10
years ago and now the Toys for Tots Program is ran by Bikers who want to make sure each child has a toy for the
Holiday season!
Classic Harley-Davidson, 983 James Drive, Leesport, PENNSYLVANIA, 19533
Contact (610) 916-7777 - Dot Basile, chdgenmerch9@gmail.com

Toys for Tots Run
Sunday, November 5, 2017 10:00 AM

Bring one new unwrapped toy or a $10 donation
Hannum’s Harley-Davidson® Sellersville, 3255 State Road, Sellersville, PENNSYLVANIA, 18960
Contact (302) 730-8899 - John, www.hannumshd.com

A.B.A.T.E. MotorcycleToy Run
Saturday, November 18, 2017 from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM

Hosted by: Lehigh Valley A.B.A.T.E.
Santa Claus leads a procession of motorcycles through town to the Volunteers of America Children’s Center to hand out
toys to underprivileged children. Coffee, tea, hot cocoa, juice and pastries at event staging area.
More goodies provided at children’s center afterward. Bring unwrapped toys for toddlers and up to 10 years old. Begin
gathering at 10:00 am-kick stands up at noon.
Event is always held the Saturday before Thanksgiving.
Dorney Park -3830 Dorney Park Rd. Allentown Pa 18104.
Contact 484-645-1565 - Erick, garagemanerick@rcn.com
www.lvabate.com

5th Annual Winter Motorcycle Show
Sunday, December 10, 2017 from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM

Hosted by: South Side Motorcycle Club
Motorcycle Show w/Vendors: Come enjoy Motorcycles of all kinds / Browse Vendors / Watch Tattoo Competition /
Vote for Peoples Choice Motorcycle / Participate in Basket Raffle Contact Fred 610-972-2774 or Hammer 484-239-1998
Merchants Square Mall, 1901 S. 12th St, Allentown, PENNSYLVANIA, 18103
--Behind Queen City Diner on Lehigh Street; Allentown, Pa
Contact 610-972-2774 - Fred, Contact garagemanerick@rcn.com
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DELAWARE EVENTS
NOTE: We want to list your event. Please email your complete event information and art work to us at
mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com. Be sure to include event name, location, description, start and end dates
and especially the time if it is not an all day event. Questions? Just email. We are glad to help get it listed!

Bobby Hall / Larry Fisher Memorial Toy Run - 37th Annual
Saturday, November 4, 2017 10:00 AM

HOSTED BY: ABATE of DE, NCC
$15 per Person or a New Toy of Equal Value. After Party at Cheney’s on the Pike.
Proceeds benefit Exceptional Care for Children
Banning Park on Maryland Ave, 102 Middleboro Rd, Willimgton, DELAWARE, 19804
(302) 345-7878 - Donnie, www.abateofde.com/event-flyers

Hope for Heroes Scavenger Hunt
Saturday, November 11, 2017 10:00 AM

HostED BY: Second Brigade MC
Poker Run / Motorcycle Scavenger Hunt
Followed with Live Music, Raffles, Prizes and more, join us as we thank those who defend our freedom
Touchdown Restaurant, 1666 S Dupont Hwy, Dover, DELAWARE, 19901

34th Annual Toy Run
Sunday, November 12, 2017 9:00 AM

Hosted by: Delaware 1 Blue Knights
$15 Rider/$10 Passenger and One New Toy, toys should be for 1-13 year old boys and girls
Old Mill Creek Fire Hall, 3900 Kirkwood Hwy, Marshalton, DELAWARE, 19808
Contact (302) 545-5301, la6743@comcast.net, bkde1.org/events.html

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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VIRGINIA EVENTS
Blue Knights 35th Annual Childrens Hospital Teddy Bear Run
Saturday, November 4, 2017 9:00 AM

Benefits Childrens Hospital. Door Prizes, Breakfast & Lunch Available, Vendors and Family Fun
Richmond Harley-Davidson, 12200 Harley Club Dr, Ashland, VIRGINIA, 23005
Contact (540) 894-7078, dlowe@louisa.org,
www.blueknightsvaiii.org/2011tbrun.htm

Rough Riders MC
Saturday, November 4, 2017 from 6:00 PM to 12:00 AM

Rough Riders MC Bull Run Chapter Anniversary Party
Paddy’s Steakhouse and Pub, 9 Center St #109, Stafford, VIRGINIA, 22556

Veterans Day Poker Run
Saturday, November 11, 2017 9:00 AM

VA Chapter 2 of the Hogs and Heroes Foundation will host their annual Veterans Day Poker Run to raise funds for the
“Able Forces Adopt-A-Warrior-Family for Christmas Program.” Able Forces is a non-profit organization that serves
combat injured service members.
Regisration is from 9:00 am to 10:30 am at Bentley’s Diner in Manassas, VA. The cost is only $25 ($10 for passengers).
Come on out to have a great time and support this very worthy cause.
The “Adopt a Warrior Family” program provides the following to the warrior families:
- A Christmas tree
- Dinner for the family
- Stocking stuffers
- Presents for the family
Registration is at Bentley’s Diner
7234 Centreville Road
Manassas
VIRGINIA
20111
dcsatx@yahoo.com
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WEST VIRGINIA EVENTS
NOTE: We want to list your event. Please email your complete event information and art work to us at
mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com. Be sure to include event name, location, description, start and end dates
and especially the time if it is not an all day event. Questions? Just email. We are glad to help get it listed!

Tri-State Power Ink Expo
Nov 11th, 2017 to Nov 12th, 2017

The 2017 Expo will features two days of bikes, guns, quads, tattoo artists, and more!!
The Expo will be held at the Big Sandy Superstore Arena in Huntington.
$15 for adults and kids 12 and under get in for free!!
Saturday from 10am to 6pm, Sunday from 10am to 4pm
Some of the attractions include: Tattoo Artists, Tattoo Contest, Bike Show, Gun Show, Bikini Contest, Veterans’ Tribute,
Motorcycle Vendors, Fashion Show, Jr. Biker Contest, Kids’ Corner
Contact: Mike (270) 869-5755
Email:tristatepowerinkexpo@gmail.com, Web:www.tristatepowerinkexpo.com

VIB Party
Saturday, November 11, 2017 from 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM

Very Important Biker Party.
Food, giveaways and prizes.
Triple S H-D, 7300 Willie G. Avenue, Westover, WEST VIRGINIA, 26501
www.triplesharley-davidson.com

Capitol City H.O.G. Toy Run
Saturday, December 2, 2017 from 11:00 AM to 6:30 PM

Helping those less fortunate have a Merry Christmas
Harley-Davidson of West Virginia, 4924 MacCorkle Ave. SW, South Charleston, WEST VIRGINIA
Contact (304) 768-1600, www.wvharley.com

Pictures with Santa
Saturday, December 9, 2017 from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM

Join us for an afternoon of fun! Bring your kids to get their picture taken with Santa Claus! While you wait for your picture to be printed off right in store, you can make a festive frame for it to go in! We will also have snacks for all to enjoy!
And the best part, it’s all free! We hope to see you!
Valley Harley-Davidson, 1034 Bethlehem Blvd, Wheeling, WEST VIRGINIA, 26003
www.valleyharley.com

Santa Visits Triple S H-D
Saturday, December 9, 2017 from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Come and have your picture taken with Santa on a Harley. Kids, pets, couples, families, everyone is welcome!
Triple S Harley-Davidson®, 7300 Willie G Ave, Morgantown, WEST VIRGINIA, 26501
www.triplesharley-davidson.com/
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We want to list EVERY motorcycle event in Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, D.C., Virginia and West Virginia. If you have an upcoming
event, please send the details to mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com and add us to your mailing list.
Check out our online calendar at WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM for updates and additional events!
Event details may change or be incomplete—we encourage you to call ahead for info.
MT Event listings are free and include an online listing.
Please Note: We reserve the right not to list an event at our discretion, without explanation.

American Motorcyclist Association Congratulates Record
Breakers!
2017 AMA Land Speed Grand Championship!
New national and world land speed records await certification!

PICKERINGTON, Ohio -- Racers from around the world took to the Bonneville Salt Flats in Wendover, Utah, for the
2017 AMA Land Speed Grand Championship in hopes of setting AMA national and Fédération Internationale de Motocylisme world records. The Bonneville Motorcycle Speed Trials, the AMA Land Speed Grand Championship, is the
premier motorcycle land-speed racing event in the world. This AMA-sanctioned event, which also includes FIM recognition, offers competitors the opportunity to collect AMA national and FIM world records aboard machines from 50cc
mini-bikes to 3,000cc streamliners.
“Racing on the Bonneville Salt Flats is the pinnacle of land-speed racing,” said AMA Track Racing Manager Ken Saillant.
“Not only do competitors race against others in their class for AMA National No. 1 plates, they compete against world
records set before them. Congratulations to the many racers who were successful in securing new records.”
The listed records set Aug. 26-Aug. 31 are tentative, pending AMA and FIM certification. For further clarification on the
classifications regarding displacement, frame and engine, see www.bonnevillespeedtrials.com/rulesclasses.

Toni Elias Prediction of the 2017 MotoGP Champion

Readers may recall that I predicted Suzuki’s return to Superbike racing would be triumphant, and I was correct. Really, it was a pretty easy prediction. If you are Suzuki you don’t mount a comeback unless it’s as near to a sure thing as possible. It’s just too risky
- too much at stake. And yet, a comeback effort was needed. Suzuki needed a booster. And they got it, in the end the Yoshimura
Suzuki GSX-R1000R Pilot, Toni Elias was crowned the 2017 MotoAmerica Superbike Champion.
So when I crossed over this bit of news - Toni Elias Predicts the 2017 MotoGP Champion - I stopped whatever I was doing and listened
in. This was important news! A motojournalist had caught up with Toni in the pits and just asked him, just kind of asked out loud, who
he thought the Champion would be. And Toni answered. He picked Andrea Dovizioso - “Desmo Dovi” himself.
- continued next page -
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WHEELS IN MOTION

Toni Elias Prediction of the 2017 MotoGP Champion - continued So in my interpretation after listening to Toni’s response and reading it several places, his pick is
based on rider skill, motorcycle ability and durabiluty and an equal one third luck. The Honda and
the Yamaha have their own strengths and are very different on the track. The Ducatti sort of fits in
between on the middle according to Toni. He says this champoinship will also be about managing to
stay in the race, not crashed, not blown up. Stay steady, stay competitive and win. So far what Toni
is describing does sound like Dovizioso’s strategy. He has been capitalizing on mistakes and other’s
misfortune while also racing right up to the risking it redline. Toni might have called it right.
Tweet from Tarran Mackenzie Oct 15
31st to 15th! Over the moon to get my first World Championship point Next stop Phillip Island!
Kawasaki ready to release SUPERCHARGED Sport Touring Motorcycle?
The third iteration of Kawasaki’s unique supercharged family breaks cover.
Until now the Kawasaki supercharged story has been almost entirely performance focused. For
2018, Kawasaki will unveil a brand-new machine at the EICMA show on November 7 utilizing balanced supercharger technology to create even greater low to midrange pulling power.
While none of the exhilarating forced-induction performance feeling is missing, this unique power
feeling is now joined by superior fuel economy and an overall riding feeling directed toward the
sport-touring market. Supercharge your journey with the only manufacturer that can deliver such
a machine—be prepared for sport-touring to accelerate impressively and efficiently into its next
exciting phase. This is from a Kawasaki press release. Mark your Calendars! November 7th 2017!
ZERO MOTORCYCLES In only 10 years Zero has grown from a startup in a Santa Cruz garage into an
internationally respected brand that is revolutionizing the motorcycle industry. They released the
2018 new model information today, as I write this 10-17-2017 and it is impressive! They’ve addressed
the charging to make it even more convenient, they say it now recharges up to 6 times faster! Look
for the log term test in this issue. We had a 2017 DSR. It was amazing. Plus a little birdy told me Zero
is working closely with various government officials to offer an Energy Rebate when you pruchase a
Zero Motorcycle, similar to the rebate the hybrid cars offered. Win. Win. No loosers there.
Harley Davidson
Surely everyone knows by now the Dyna line is history. In fact, it was sort of absorbed into the
new Softail lineup. Harley’s new models are out for 2018, the internet hates that the Dyna is gone,
or loves that it’s being replaced with a chassis that is up to 90% plus stiffer (wow) depending on
what you are reading. Will this turn out to be a msitake? I doubt it. It seems to be Harley’s way. The
customer’s don’t like anyone messing with their stuff. But then they find they do like it. So I predict
that The Motor Company will hit another homer. It’s just going to have some hang time first.
MotorcycleAdventures on Twittere @MotorcycleADVE
I’ve watched two of these videos and read his Twitter page a couple times. I’m hooked. It’s definitely
worth checking out if you like the idea of riding all over this world and back. I don’t know if this guy is
nuts or cool or just a cool nut, but I like this.
WHEELS IN MOTION continued pg16
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MOTO GIRO d’ITALIA
2ND ANNUAL ITALIAN MOTORCYCLE SHOW
I had a really good time at this show! I’ll recommend it to everyone. Not only were the motorcycles
very cool, the hosts were too! The weather could not have been better, except by maybe only about 5
degrees or so cooler, but this is just nit picking. The sky was clear and also that perfect shade of blue
that looks so good in polished chrome and aluminum. The sun was shining bright enough to give real
meaning to the term “italian blood red paint” - in short it was a wonderful scene and was made even
better by the sounds of motorcycles ripping around the track. OH, DID I MENTION THIS WAS ALSO
A ROGER LYSLE MOTORCYCLEXCITEMENT TRACK DAY? Yes, they got to cruise these awesome bikes
around the track! The only way i can think to make it better would be to serve fresh spaghetti and a
place to nap afterward. HERE ARE THE OFFICIAL RESULTS:
BEST IN SHOW
Mike Duzick’s 1975 Ducati 750 GT

VICTORIA’S CHOICE AWARD
Mike Cecchini’s 1946 Ducati Cucciolo
Ridden on the track too!

ENTHUSIAST’S AWARD
Nico Yannuzzi
LA Moto Custom Motoguzzi V7
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BEST IN CLASS PRE - 1960
Jarl Wathre and his 1954 Parilla 175 Sport

BEST IN CLASS 1980-1999
John Esposito's 1991 Moto Guzzi 1000S

Bob Young's 2006 Ducati Paul Smart Ltd. Edition

As I said, and now you can see for yourself, some excellent motorcycles, and even more excellent
people turned out for this year’s show. The crowd was pretty big, it’s getting bigger every year. If you
have a classic Italian motorcyle you should keep your eye on this show and make plans to attend the
3rd ANNUAL ITALIAN MOTORCYCLE SHOW!
Editor
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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Roger Lyle’s

Track Days and Road Racing School

100% Chance of FUN! Miles of Smiles!

Photos by Speed of Life Photography

Have FUN! Learn to Ride Smooth, Safe and Fast!
Ride with us!

THANK YOU to our riders, coaches, staff,
cornerworkers, vendors and fans!

2018 will be great! Have FUN with your friends!
RIDE Summit Point, Shenandoah, Jefferson,
Pitt Race, and NCBIKE!
Visit us at the DC and Timonium Motorcycle Shows!

It’s so nice to know so many nice people!

MotorcycleXcitement.com
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Roger Lyle 301-933-2599
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- continued UD POLICE GO GREEN
Article by UD Police staff Photos by Evan Krape
October 09, 2017
New electric motorcycles increase interaction with
UD community
The University of Delaware Police Department
(UDPD) has enhanced its community-oriented
policing philosophy with the addition two new
electric motorcycles that will enable officers to
easily patrol the campus and increase interaction
with students, faculty, staff and visitors.
UDPD is the first police agency in the Mid-Atlantic
region to incorporate electric motorcycles into its
operations. “We are always looking for innovative
ways to create opportunities for police officers to
interact with our community,” said UD Police Chief
Patrick Ogden. “These motorcycles will work well
in our unique environment, as they make almost
no noise but are eye catching and promote conversation.
“They are perfect for an academic environment
with high pedestrian traffic,” Ogden added. “Since
there is no exhaust, their noise level is low, and they
will not be disruptive in areas that are not normally
accessible by a traditional police vehicle.”
The electric motorcycles are designed by Zero Motorcycles, a California-based manufacturer, specifically for use by police agencies. With the ability
to patrol on and off road, these highly maneuverable motorcycles are lightweight, nearly silent and
exhaust-free. They provide increased visibility to
areas of campus that are routinely inaccessible by
standard vehicles, and they also can enable faster
response time than possible for officers on foot or
bicycle.
The motorcycles join a fleet that includes a John
Deere Gator electric cart, 12 mountain bicycles and
15 traditional police cars and vehicles.
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Commentary by GREG SHAMIEH
Future Zero
Future Think
One of my earliest childhood memories is lying on a mechanic’s creeper next to my Uncle Dick,
looking at the roof of his shop through the eight empty holes of the engine he was rebuilding in his
Ink Black 1963 Thunderbird. My first ride was a Rat 8.0 Liter V-8 Cadillac whose carbon footprint was
very deep and very, very wide. The bias-belted tires of the late 1970s really had no chance against a
young man’s hormonally depraved foot and 465 foot pounds of torque.
I started riding motorcycles because the Sedan Deville had a 27 and a half gallon gas tank, and my
first jobs just couldn’t feed the beast. This led me to a CB750 Four, carburetor jets on my kitchen
table, learning to set adjustable valves, points with dwell and timing lights, and then a blur of Airhead
boxers and KBikes, a Suzuki or two, and a smattering of others - Buells, Kawis, HDs - involving a vortex
of exhausts and tuning and suspension work, transmission rebuilds and harness rewires until there’s
a half million moto-miles gone and here we are.
The sound of a Harley XR going around the blue groove at the Frederick Fairgrounds, or the bark of
a big bore MotoGuzzi pulling by on a country road is enough to stir me to my soul. But love it though
I may, I’m not so blinded by love that I can’t see she’s packing her suitcases with a ticket in her hand
for the midnight train.
Seven major industrialized nations have already announced a date by which they will prohibit the
sale of internal combustion engines. On Monday morning in Detroit, General Motors Corporation
announced that they will cease the manufacture of internal combustion engine powered vehicles.
Let me slow that down for you. General Motors... Will Not... Make Motors. At least not the Internal
Combustion motors -- like my old Cadillac’s 8.0L V8 -- that we know and understand. Major, prestige
nameplates in Automobile design and manufacture -- Porsche, Ferrari, Mercedes, BMW -- either have
electric prototypes in testing or early production models to help them defend their customer base
from the likes of Tesla and Rimac.
When whole technologies and the economies on which they are based reach a tipping point, you
can either recognize that this is happening, or be left utterly behind. And using fossil fuels -- gasoline,
diesel fuel, natural gas -- to power human transportation has reached that tipping point. Electric
powered vehicles are not a dream of some possible far off future. Electric vehicles are the solution
happening right now. It’s both an incredible and economy-changing commercial opportunity, as well
opportunity to completely break the mold -- to use creative approaches that can discard old limits
and create totally new rules for vehicle design and engineering.
I came to the conclusion long ago that electric power required for modern American life -- from
lighting to laundry, refrigeration and air conditioning -- was an excessive use of resources, especially
when powered by coal, oil or gas burning electric generation plants.
18
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Future Zero - Future Think
I’d been interested in renewables, but their
use required me to pay two or three times what
normal users paid for energy, and with both a silly
need to eat and children’s educations to fund,
it simply wasn’t realistic. I settled for making
changes that lowered my family’s consumption
- LED light bulbs reduced usage by more than
60% - and kept evaluating solar energy systems
in the hope that the economic justification or
at least something close to parity, would finally
materialize.
Then, a statewide organization called MD-Sun
helped set up citizen purchasing co-ops in all of
Maryland’s Counties. The co-ops allowed purchase
of systems - unlike the lease providers like Solar
City - at a substantially discounted rate. My house
faces directly south - so was perfect for solarvoltaic electric production.
I was able to get a loan that would allow me to
purchase a system that would make all the power
my family used and working with the installer’s
engineer, we played with the configuration until
I had a system that made well more than my
historical usage. I’d replace my $103 monthly
electric bill - pretty modest usage because of my
energy saving measures - with a $100 monthly
loan bill, and a system that was designed to make
surplus power that would be redistributed to my
neighbors and have the utility paying me.
Surplus power that could also be used to power
an electric vehicle.
The point is that when one reaches the end of
the line for developing and maximizing any source
of motive power, one absolutely has to think in
new, oblique and unprecedented ways.
Greg Shamieh
Editirs Note: Greg Shamieh is a lifelong motorcycle
enthusiast, writer and historian who lives in the Two
Wheeled Heaven of Maryland’s Middletown Valley. He
rides for daily transportation, sport, travel, meditation,
inspiration and illumination. His work appears on the
Web at rollingphysicsproblem.wordpress.com.
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- BIKER BILLY COOKS WITH FIRE -

The Wheels Turn
Text & Recipe by Bill Hufnagle

Yesterday evening, knowing that we both had today day off from
work, Mary and I decided that we would take a ride today if the
weather held. It being the end of October, with the peak foliage just
days behind us and the clocks falling back the next weekend, we did not want to miss the opportunity. As we tended to the after-dinner chores, our daughter Sarah dropped over to show us her freshly
groomed puppies. For a short while it was furry mayhem as four dogs romped around the house. It
was delightful to see them play, her two young dogs adding much joyful activity to our one middleaged and one very old dog, sadly approaching her last days. As all such sweet, treat-filled times do, it
passed way too soon, and Sarah took her four-legged girls home for their dinnertime.
It is odd how, in a short span of even joyous good times, things can change before you know it. In
that mere half hour, we went from feeling contented to settle in for the evening to feeling bored and
homebound. That short, surprise burst of mayhem had woken us from our impending slumbers, and
with a shared glance we both knew it—setting on the sofa would not do. The sun had not yet set on
the day, and if we moved with alacrity, we still had time for a ride.
Ride we did. It was a good thing and it fit the bill for last evening. We blasted up along a river road
that we had virtually to ourselves since it seemed the rest of the county had gone to couch. The view
was spectacular—the trees that lined the riverbank
were mostly
devoid of leaves, yet the mountain risDeal’s Gap Slayer Corn Bread
ing from the other bank wore a coat of
golden hues. The river, swollen from
1 stick butter
recent rains, roiled in places and in others 2 boxes Jiffy brand corn bread mix
reflected the riot of colors of the evening 2 large eggs
sky. The sun was just setting behind the
1 (8-ounce) container sour cream
Smoky Mountains on the near horizon,
1 (8-ounce) can creamed corn
and the clear bright blues overhead were
streaked with thin pink clouds while lay- Preheat oven to 350°F.
ers of bright reds and sunset oranges lay Place the butter in a 9x9x2-inch nonstick baking dish
over the deepening purple of the moun- (I prefer my 10-inch cast-iron skillet)
tains. From the solitude of the river valand put it in the oven to melt.
ley road, we turned through the small
While the butter is melting, combine the corn bread
town of Marshall in time to witness the
mix, eggs, sour cream, and creamed
shades of evening descending—I even
corn in a large mixing bowl. Mix together until well
think I saw the sidewalks being rolled up blended.
in my rearview mirror. From there we
Carefully remove the baking dish from the oven and
rose up with the mountain road, twisting
and turning skyward from the valley floor towards the mountain crest, arriving just in time to catch a
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- BIKER BILLY COOKS WITH FIRE final glimpse of the sunset and the majesty of the Blue Ridge Mountains. We returned along the river
valley, riding in the falling twilight. What had just a short time before been aglow with color was now
deepening into muted purple, verging into monochrome.
In our brief ride we had unexpectedly witnessed the turning wheel of time in a microcosm, yet we
had only seen a part of the cycle. Day had turned into evening and evening had rolled on into night,
yet as surely as the sun set, it would rise the next day, climbing faithfully to its zenith and descending on its path to the far horizon. Each day like a gear, driving the wheels of the seasons in an endless
cycle through time. As I write this, the year is in its sunset phase, the daylight hours dwindling; when
you read this, it will already be winter, December, midnight of the year, keeper of the darkest days.
Then, like clockwork, the wheel will turn, the days will lengthen, and a new year will arrive, bringing
a new season.
It is easy to see the microcosm of a fall day if you watch for it and are willing to rise to ride it. Like
unto that day is the macrocosm of our lives, our world, and even our motorcycle industry and lifestyle—the wheels turn endlessly. What do you see when you look at that macrocosm? If you are
busy with the chores of life, a wee bit tired and surrendering to the sofa, content to sit and watch the
dying embers of the fire, you likely won’t see even a part of the cycle. Yet, maybe, you can receive
the surprise gift of awakening and change course from the sofa and rise to ride. True, you might have
to ride through the sunset into the darkening unknown. But all dark nights give up to the light of a
new tomorrow. Yes, spring will come like the sunrise that clears the morning fog from the valley floor,
revealing a new road to a future zenith. The wheels turn! The only question that remains is: will you
rise to ride?
Column copyright Bill Hufnagle 2017. Recipe reprinted with permission from “Biker Billy’s Roadhouse
Cookbook”, published by The Globe Pequot Press, P.O. Box 480, Guilford, CT 06437 Copyright © 2009
by Bill Hufnagle
Deal’s Gap Slayer Corn Bread

pour the mixture on top of the melted butter.
Return it to the oven and bake for approximately 30
minutes or until brown on top. To test for doneness,
insert a fork in the middle; if it comes out clean, the
corn bread is done.
Serve immediately—it is best if eaten warm.
Makes about 12 servings.
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LIFE IN THE FAST LANE
A Biker Chick’s Life in the Fast Lane

“If the sun is out, I’m riding!” exclaims Julie DeFuria, 31, a female motorcycle enthusiast from Bethesda, MD. DeFuria, known
to her friends as J.A. or Ja, has been riding motorcycles for five years now.
In a predominantly male sport, it is rare to find women who are so passionately involved in riding. Women like DeFuria have
been infiltrating the sport more frequently in the last five years, especially in the Washington-metropolitan area.
But the lack of women in the sport did not deter DeFuria from partaking in the excitement she observed. She discovered her
passion for motorcycles after watching a group of riders on the street one balmy day about seven years ago. That’s when she
decided she had to get a bike.
“The adrenaline rush and sense of freedom are like nothing I’ve ever experienced,” DeFuria muses. This thrill-seeker, who has
also gone skydiving, humbly started her motorcycle career on a Kawasaki Ninja 250R and eventually worked her way up to her
originally red, white, and blue turned pink and white Honda CBR600RR.
“This is the perfect size for me. It offers me the agility to move around and enough torque to allow me to keep up on the
track.” After five years of riding on the streets, DeFuria took an interest in track riding. “The track is more technical,” she
continued, “and allows me to hone and improve my skills as a rider.”
Despite the obvious risks of riding a motorcycle, which are increased exponentially in the congestion of them Washingtonmetropolitan area, DeFuria perseveres, tackling head-on any attempted deterrence. She accepts the risks as a part of the thrill.
DeFuria has no qualms with riding solo, as she often did when she first moved to the Washington area in 2012; however, when
she met other riders who shared her passion of the streets, particularly a group of women--Sheri “Straight” Slade, 43, Carissa
“H.Q.” Lourcey, 38, and Dimitra “Greeky” Anastasopoulos, 28--with whom she rides regularly, she felt at home with them. It is
no rarity to pop into this motorcycle family’s chat group and see them discussing motorcycles, tracks, riding, back roads, skills,
techniques… and, of course, the next meetup, which will inevitably include a stop for pancakes or pizza.
Motorcycling is not her only passion. In her spare time, this multi-faceted “biker chick” also enjoys dining out with her friends,
followed by an extensive, backroad ride, and talking to her nieces in Boston on a video call. She is even a talented seamstress if
you can get her to sit still long enough to create a custom designed article of clothing or handbag. But on cold or rainy days when
she isn’t hanging out with her friends, you will likely find DeFuria in her signature black yoga pants and pink tank top at the gym,
trying to embarrass as many of her male counterparts as possible by out-lifting them.
Should you happen to be cruising around on the highways of Maryland and you see a pink and white CBR600RR passing you by,
make sure you wave--if you manage to identify the blur.
By Carissa Lourcey and Sheri Slade
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2017 ZERO MOTORCYCLES DSR
Long Term Review by Greg Shamieh
I’m not a normal motorcyclist, if there even is such a thing. I ride for daily
transportation. I grocery shop and commute on my bikes. I take my bike on
business trips when most people use planes. I take long rides multi-state
multi-1000 mile blasts, where most people use ministers or therapists. My
motorcycles are not toys, they are tools. And my tools have to work. So when I
first approached Zero about their motorcycles, my ask was simple I want to see
firsthand if making the change to an electric motorcycle would require adjustments to my riding life, or if it
would be frictionless, just like flipping a switch.
My buddy Paul and I were standing out in the parking lot at Powersports East, in
Bear, Delaware, taking to the dealership’s Pete Clarkin about the Zero DSR that we
were picking up. Pete said “I have seen this happen more than once. Guy will come
in here, tell me he’s ridden everything ever made and ridden everywhere. That he’s
a safe and skilled rider, and wears all the gear all the time. And he will snap the bike
into ‘Sport’ mode, and we will end up picking him and what’s left of the bike out of the
yard sale at the end of the block. Please don’t be that guy. Ride the bike around in
‘Eco’ mode for a day or two, just to get a feel for the thing. Then, when you think you’re ready, dial up ‘Sport’
mode. You still won’t be ready.”
I sat in the saddle of the DSR and turned the key to start the system’s boot sequence. The LCD dash
activated and calibrated its instrument display - showing mode selection, battery status, power/regen levels,
and road speed. Picking up the sidestand cleared an interlock and its associated safety warning. Activating
a very motorcycle-standard handlebar ‘kill’ switch armed the system a very smartphone appearing green
‘power’ icon subtly modified to have a little arrowhead included GO! appeared on the Zero’s display. I used
the mode selector switch on the right handlebar to toggle to ‘Eco’, and gently turned the throttle.
With an almost inaudible ‘whirrr’, the bike smoothly moved forward. I figured I would run the DSR up to the
end of Powersport’s substantial parking lot, and just get a tiny taste of its manners before loading into Paul’s
truck, which was parked around back. At walking speeds, the Zero was very docile and trivial to control
-- in ‘Eco’ mode low end throttle response was very gentle, and the bike was light, firmly suspended and
perfectly balanced. It became instantly apparent that this was the easiest bike to ride precisely at some very
low road speeds I’d ever ridden and with the Zero’s direct drive transmission less operation, speeding up
was adding some throttle, slowing down was giving some back.
When sitting in the driveway, just drinking in the Zero’s appearance, there is
precious little to cue one in to just how revolutionary the Zero’s design really
is. Think about it, the base engineering requirements that have driven every
motorcycle from DeDion to the present day; a place to store oil and gasoline,
an internal combustion engine, and a way to get air into and noise out of same
completely do not apply as none of those considerations are even present.
It’s clear that at an early point in the design process the Zero’s designers
made a conscious decision to abide by the innate conservatism of motorcycle
enthusiasts. No matter how different the underlying mechanics of the machine might be, the Zero needed to
at least look like a motorcycle.
The main frame of the DSR is a very stout, narrow twin spar aluminum frame with its main frame members
running about 20 degrees under the horizontal axis -- a frame that wouldn’t look out of place on an early
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- CONTINUED GSXR or ZZR -- and a structure whose rigidity is pretty apparent. Sitting on the lower left frame member is
a rubber plug that shields a bog-standard NEMA 5-15 connector; it’s here where one attaches the standard
low-speed charging cord whenever one is looking to add electrons to the bike’s battery pack.
The swingarm is also aluminum again, a beefy structure with substantial stiffening ribs looking very similar
to those of recent KTMs. Both the frame and swingarm have substantial lateral braces provided by large and
really large diameter tubes that add tremendous amounts of resistance to torsional flexing with essentially
zero weight. The entire structure is then finished off in a very purposeful looking flat matt finish black.
Suspension, both front and back, is high specification stuff by Showa. In the rear is a fully
adjustable, gas charged piggyback shock. In the front is a set of again fully adjustable 41mm
‘upside down’ forks. Both ends of the motorcycle have a pretty respectable and off-road
capable 7 plus inches of suspension travel. Brakes are J. Juan units a Spanish manufacturer
a dual piston caliper in the front and a single piston one in the rear, using wave-style rotors
and ABS provided by Bosch. Wheels are cast type a 19 inch in front and a 17 inch in the rear
wearing dual sport MT-60 rubber from Pirelli.
The DSR’s seating position is dirt bike or adventure bike standard; a nearly bolt-upright seating position,
lots of legroom with the metal, wide, off road foot pegs right under the seat, and a wide, black finished
standard handlebar putting one fully in command of the road ahead with the ability to quickly and
deterministically shift weight and cornering forces into the nimble chassis.
Even though it doesn’t, the DSR appears to have a conventional gas tank, with shrouds reaching around
the fork legs the view from the saddle could easily be mistaken for that of any current middisplacement Honda. The ‘tank’ contains a deep, locking glove box, which is sacrificed if
one elects either an expansion battery pack - called a ‘PowerTank’ - or the optional J1772
standard fast battery charger which Zero calls a ‘ChargeTank’. Finished as mine was, in
a highly metallic charcoal grey and matt black, the Zero has a very conservative, almost
stealth-bomber kind of appearance, that does its level best to avoid calling attention to the
bike’s enormous performance potential.
Where the engine sits in a gas motorcycle, the Zero carries its Z-force 13.0 kWh lithium ion power pack.
Fortunately the bigness, blackness and boxness of the power pack is well camouflaged by a combination
chin fairing and some swoopy looking fairing grills that wrap around the side of the battery case. The
underside of the battery case and the motorcycle has a pretty substantial bash plate that looks to cover the
electric motor controller’s heat sink.
Which brings us to the little miracle that makes the whole thing go, Zero’s proprietary Z-Force electric
motor. In DSR-spec, the sealed, permanent magnet, air cooled motor, which is roughly 9 inches in diameter
and approximately 11 inches in width, makes approximately 70 horsepower and 116 peak foot-pounds
of torque. I would be remiss, as a motorcycle journalist, not to provide some comparisons for context. A
supercharged Kawasaki Ninja H2 makes 98.5 peak foot-pounds of torque, while a BMW S1000RR makes
86.2 peak foot-pounds. Neither of these two motorcycles could be characterized as ‘weak’ or ‘slow’. Viewed
in terms of accelerative twist, the R-spec Zero thumps them both.
The Z-force motor is located directly between the rider’s foot pegs, and is so small and inconspicuous
one almost needs to either actively seek it out or be told where to look for it. The Z-force motor drives the
motorcycle though a Gates Kevlar reinforced toothed drive belt, via direct drive with no transmission. And
while dirt bike manufacturers have been struggling for years to locate their drive pinion gears concentrically
with the swingarm pivot, to keep power application from adversely affecting rear suspension action, in the
Zero, achieving that goal is trivial; that’s where the direct drive pinion sits, with room to spare between the
power unit and the inside of the frame rails.
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Making a motorcycle that can safely manage that magnitude of power output was not a trivial engineering
exercise. Electric motors, for those that may not have direct experience of them, can make their full rated
power from essentially zero RPM. I remember reading contemporary reporting, when the company was still
in the early prototype stage, about one of the first garage-built proof of concept prototypes, which made use
of a simple hardware throttle control. The power delivery was so abrupt, that the prototype was a nearly
unridable wheelie machine. One turned the throttle, and was immediately wearing the motorcycle for a hat.
The Zero motor controller maps road speed to input current provided to the motor. The Zero’s multiple
controller maps - ‘Eco’, ‘Sport’ and ‘Custom’ - represent physics models which only provide as much power
as the chassis and contact patches can manage at any given road speed. ‘Eco’ is designed to maximize
range, and does this by limiting engine output to 40% of maximum, provides maximum engine regeneration
- recharging batteries using the energy from deceleration and limiting road speed to 70 mph. ‘Sport’ mode
takes the DSR off its leash 100% of engine torque is available at full throttle at road speeds above about
35 mph road speed is limited to 98 mph and regeneration is minimized. ‘Custom’ allows any user with a
Bluetooth capable Apple or Android device to configure the available power, regeneration and speed settings
to their preference. It’s important to realize that such a system isn’t an active rider aid system that responds
in real time to loss of traction or directional control like the systems fitted to modern KTMs or the Yamaha
R1. The Zero’s motor controller is a passive system the limits of output are based on extensive testing but
are static the limits are fixed and do not respond to conditions like loss of traction or wheels that come off the
pavement.
So I was a good boy, my first two rides out from home totaling about 50 miles, were spent in ‘Eco’ mode
trolling around at limited power output and reduced throttle response just ‘to get a feel for the thing’. With
the leash in place, it was clear that this was well-developed motorcycle the bike was narrow, nimble and
tautly suspended. The DSR turned in well to corners, held its lines precisely, and wasn’t flustered by trail
braking. The motorcycle, also being light by road bike standards at 413 pounds all up (remember there is
no such thing here as wet-weight) stopped with authority despite the use of a single front rotor and a fairly
pedestrian-appearing dual piston caliper. The fact that in ‘ECO’ mode regenerative engine braking adds a
fair amount of stopping power to the overall equation doesn’t hurt. I even took the bike onto some of the dirt
roads that crisscross the valley around my home and the suspension and tires made short work of quick
riding in the dirt, and the bike was perfectly set up for those conditions where it makes more sense to ride
standing up.
It’s not like I didn’t notice some adaptations I needed to make. The motorcycle’s direct drive was the most
noticeable of these. The first downhill stop sign I came to was probably as funny to watch as any Charlie
Chaplin silent film despite my conscious mind understanding the required operator’s changes, my left hand
was flailing impotently looking for the clutch lever that was not there while my left foot was doing the gaffedbluefish-on-the-deck-boogie looking for the shift lever that wasn’t there either. I must have looked like a
hunter’s duck that had been merely winged by a few errant pellets after an off-target shotgun blast, limbs
flailing and spiraling towards a bad re-introduction to the ground.
The other adaptation was the almost complete and utter lack of sound. Having ridden BMW motorcycles
for much of my riding career, I am accustomed to relatively quiet motorcycles. Quiet is one thing. The Zero’s
dead silence is quite another. When underway, the Zero’s only sound is a muted ‘whirrr’ which seems to be
coming from just behind the rider. The overall sound of a ride on the Zero is comparable to the sounds made
by my pedal bicycle on the road, except my pedal bicycle runs out of steam at about 25 mph, where the
Zero has another 75 or so more available. I had been under the mistaken impression that my favorite Shoei
Qwest helmet was a very quiet helmet. On my first ride above 50 mph on the Zero, I heard whistles, booms
and rumbles from the Qwest I had never heard before and have never heard since Zero got their motorcycle
back. I know there are a large percentage of motorcyclists -- I’m talking to you, Harley Guys That Remove
Your Stock Exhausts Before You Take Delivery On Your New Bike, and you too, ZX-10 guy whose racetrack
pipe causes my heart to stop when you pass me on the Baltimore Beltway at somewhere above a buck ten
for whom the sound of an uncorked motor is an absolute requirement. But did you ever stop to wonder what
sounds you weren’t hearing while you were making that incredibly anti-social din?
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I know I hadn’t, but the first few miles proved to be a revelation in that regard. All of a sudden, there was a
world of roadside sounds birdsongs, singing locusts, crickets, the song of the wind that I had simply never
heard. As a frequent camper, bicyclist and hiker, riding a motorcycle had been transformed into communing
with nature, instead of scaring the bejaysus out of it.
There are obvious upsides and downsides to The Silence of The Zero. On a potential downside is your utter
invisibility to all manner of wildlife. I live in a very rural area, and on an average 10 mile ride on one of my
internal combustion motorcycles, I will see two or three deer. When I come upon these deer, they are usually
running panicked from the roadway due to the sound of the motorcycle. Making that same ride on the Zero,
I was seeing a dozen to two dozen deer, not to mention innumerable squirrels, groundhogs, birds, and even
a coyote that we suspected existed, but had never seen. And when I’d get within visual range, instead of
bolting, spooked, if any of the deer noticed me, they were standing still just looking at me, with a look that
said “Where the hell did you come from, human, and why are you flying along three feet above the ground?”.
I found myself wondering if this behavior represented a hazard to motorcycling me, but saw no evidence of
it.
On the upside is the fact that no matter how immature or irresponsible your piloting of a Zero motorcycle
may be, there is no sonic signature to alert anyone - for example, say, law enforcement authorities - of your
misbehavior. During my test of the motorcycle, I commuted back and forth from rural Jefferson, Maryland
to Reston, Virginia, which is one of the single most congested traffic locations of anywhere in the United
States. During the afternoon rush home, I would make use of the Dulles Greenway, a privately-owned toll
road which bypasses about 15 miles of utter gridlock on Virginia Route 7. The toll for these 15 miles is a
usurious $6.50 during rush hour, so the law of economic selection creates a tendency for the road to cater
to folks of well above average means. My fellow road users, as a direct result, tend to be driving MercedesBenzes, BMW M cars, Porsches and Teslas with even the occasional Maserati or Ferrari tossed in just for
flavor. On the Greenway, folks are properly armed for an automotive fight, and they tend to play rough. On
a motorcycle, one needs to be on the hunt for escape routes, and work hard to maintain one’s access to
proper safety buffers and a view of open pavement.
On one run home, I found myself caught between several of these GP Wannabes, and their behavior was
threatening to box me in a position that would not leave me in control of my safety. My only opportunity was
to take advantage of the Zero’s superior acceleration, hit an opening that was rapidly closing, and put myself
out in front of them while I still had the chance to do so. So I rolled the DSR’s grip to the stop, and hit the
hole. As I cleared the potential hazard, I began to give the throttle back and reduce my speed to something
more in line with that of the surrounding traffic. The minute I was in the clear, of course, I looked to the
median of the highway, where there were, of course, three Virginia State Troopers on their pursuit HarleyDavidsons, assigned for speed control duty. As I travelled past the three good men in grey, not a single one
of them looked up from their instruments or took so much as a glace in my direction. I have come to the
conclusion that silence can be the skilled rider’s friend.
So these little accommodations aside, what is the Zero like when the leash comes off? After my brief
acclimation period, I rolled the bike out of the garage on the third day, leathered up, booted up the
motorcycle, and toggled the bike from ‘Eco’ to ‘Sport’ mode. I took a few deep, cleansing breaths to help
me focus, and rolled the bike down my driveway to the street. I gently applied some throttle and my eyes
got wide. The gentle, progressive response of ‘Eco’ mode was gone. In its place was immediate, muscular,
shocking, spine compressing acceleration, the likes of which I have never experienced. Goodbye, Dr. Jekyll.
Meet Mr. Hyde.
And it’s not like I’ve been internally-combustion sheltered. I’ve got saddle time on bikes like KTMs with
the RC8 engine, on Kawasaki Ninjas. On four wheels I’ve driven Corvettes, Nissan 350Zs, Buick Grand
Nationals, the 8.0 L Cadillac V8, Mercedes 3.5s and 6.3s. All of these vehicles make big power, but its power
that has at least some measurable lag time before the RPMs come up and things begin to happen fast.
The Zero’s Z-force R specification motor has no such lag. Power is immediate, and overwhelming. Your
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prior motorcycling experience and skills are not prepared for such a fundamental change in the character
of how motive power is delivered. As I started to adjust my formerly firmly held convictions about the
nature of acceleration, I guided the DSR over towards Maryland Route 17. MD 17 between Brunswick
and Burkettsville is one of my roads, a scenic stretch of highway that mixes wide open straights with tight,
technical sections. Every bike I tune or test eventually ends up on 17, where I know every bump and stone,
every corner entry and exit, and know where every sideroad and driveway enters the highway. MD 17 may
not be a racetrack or the Isle of Man Mountain Course, but I do know the safe and quick lines up the road,
and where one can use the power one has at one’s disposal. At the southern end of the run, a traffic circle
dumps the rider onto a wide open straight of about 3/4s of a mile in length. As I got the DSR straightened up,
I leaned forward over the bars, and as I cleared 40 miles an hour, rolled the throttle to the stops.
My visual field telescoped until I was only seeing tiny points of light. When my eyes and other parts of me
that are best left unspecified unclenched an instant later, the Zero’s digital speedometer was running through
85 miles an hour towards even bigger numbers. I’m not entirely sure how I’d managed to keep the front
wheel on the ground.
“Ho-lee Sh....” was all I could manage to mouth in the privacy of my helmet. I’ve talked to lots of other first
time Zero pilots now, and that particular exclamation is pretty much universal.
I found myself giggling -- sounding just a little unhinged -- as I slowed the Zero for the chicane where 17
crosses a small ridgeline, and sets up for a roughly two mile straight. On the off chance it was a fluke, I did
again. It wasn’t a fluke. The next two or three days of riding followed pretty much the same pattern. Boom.
Giggle. Repeat. It took a little while to get that out of my system. Hopefully I can be forgiven for such a
simplistic ritual, but it was just so outrageously fun I just had to keep doing it.
My preconceived notions about the Zero’s power delivery had basically revolved around the concept
that the skills of an analog motorcyclist feeling torque load the contact patches, gently guiding the bike
through corners by getting power and cornering forces into delicate equilibrium was basically not going
to be possible using electric power. That all of the minute delays essentially buffers to throttle response
present in an internal combustion powered motorcycle the time it takes for intake charge speed to increase,
the number of engine revolutions required for the engine to start moving mixture efficiently and climb into
its peak power band, the inefficiencies induced by two or three or four changes in direction of the power
transmission as output works its way through the gearbox and driveline that these minute delays, taken
in the aggregate, were what allowed a human pilot to be quick enough to manage the system at the edge
of its performance envelope. The electric driveline, with none of these delays, potentially brought instant
response, and with that instantaneous character, it was potentially beyond the reflexes of a human pilot to
control. That was the pre-conceived notion. The reality of piloting the Zero proved to be a great deal more
subtle.
As I spent more time in the saddle of the DSR, my skills began to adapt. This process was not without a
few hiccups. Years of backroad corner dancing have taught me that power needs to be applied well before a
corner apex to properly manage the drive out. Problem was, that my backroad rhythms had an extra second
to a second and a half of lag built into them that was no longer appropriate. The first few genuinely spirited
corner exits had me in the throttle what was now way too early, with predictably hairball results spending
quality time sideways making what Troy Corser used to jokingly call “Darkies”.
But as I spend more time and practice working at it, I began to adapt. The direct drive did actually free
up mental bandwidth that had formally been dedicated to downshifting and transmission operation to
my cornering lines and position on the road. I learned to wait later before asking for power. I began to
understand that the Zero was capable of making moves and hitting holes that were simply impossible on an
ICE bike. What had seemed impossibly quick a few days before quickly became normal.
Further acclimation time revealed additional layers of capability I hadn’t imagined. Far from the digital, allor-nothing power response I’d anticipated, - continued -
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I began to appreciate the job that Zero’s engineers had done in their implementation of the motor
controller. It really was possible to modulate and manage the throttle while underway at a spirited clip. The
power delivery curves present in the controller did allow a pilot to actively manage power delivery in the
same way one does on a gas bike -- just faster. As I finally got comfortable with managing the motorcycle,
I knew I’d got it right when my deepest corner lines were now producing perfect lined up exits, with the
DSR’s front wheel skimming the pavement as the bike gained the next straight.
Riding the dirt roads of Frederick County Maryland also proved my powers of imagination to be
completely deficient. My initial concern was that the bike’s prodigious torque would prove to be a handicap
on loose surfaces, but again, the Zero provided happy surprises.
There’s probably the equivalent of 5 Encyclopedia Britannicas worth of speculation and development
knowledge concerning what is required for Internal Combustion Engined motorcycles to make and
maintain traction in the dirt. The entire history of American Flat Track racing is a graduate level education
in exactly that. The firing order, cylinder arrangements and tuning of flattackers have all been engineered
to manage how the power pulses of individual cylinders firing are transmitted to a loose surface.
The Zero powertrain, however, has no power pulses whatsoever -- it’s just a continuous rush of smooth
power. The net effect of this is that the rear tire, rather than being handed the unenviable job of dealing
with a blast of power which breaks the tire loose -- a long interval before the next blast while the tire
decelerates and fights to regain traction -- and then the cycle repeating, simply has to deal with steady
application of torque. The Zero simply has an easier time staying hooked up.
If you want visual proof of this, go to YouTube and look for a video produced by the guys at Motorcycle.
com called ‘The Life Electric: Preston Petty”. Petty is a dirt track pioneer who races a Zero. My moment
of illumination comes when the video shows Petty and a gasoline-powered competitor exiting a flat track
corner side by side. Both of them open the throttle. The gas bike throws a big hairy roostertail of dirt.
Petty’s Zero throws no dirt, but simply walks away from the gas bike. Smooth power equals dirt traction -one can see it plainly right there.
So far from trying to pound me into the dirt like a tent peg, a combination of smooth power delivery, the
DSR’s Pirelli MT60 tires which kept both ends hooked up, and great structural rigidity and suspension
made the Zero the most confidence inspiring dual sport I’ve ridden yet.
So now you know what the electric bike is like to ride, the equally large question is what is it like to live
with every day? And, as it turned out, it makes riding life a great deal easier, at least in getting from here
to there in local duty. I set up a dedicated charge location in my crowded garage by running a heavy duty
extension cord in from a dedicated circuit. For 30 days none of my three gasoline powered motorcycles
was even started. The Zero simply doesn’t need any of the drama associated with gasoline powered
motorcycles. There’s no choke, startup or warmup drama - you just boot it up and ride. There’s no oil to
check, or to change, no plugs, no chain to lube, no valves to adjust, nothing. In the life cycle of the bike,
you’d need to be concerned with keeping it in tires and brake pads and a brake flush every two years or
so. With regenerative braking, your pads are likely going to last a long time, too.
Most of my riding errands involve getting to Frederick and back for banking, groceries, trips to the
hardware store and the like. Zero was kind enough to fit this bike with a topcase which made such daily
chores painless. These trips -- like picking up a week’s groceries for a temporarily single guy -- were
easily completed with two full reusable grocery bags in the top case. I’d get back from a 25 mile or so
errand (with slight scenic elongation), and after 3 hours on the charger the bike would be back at 100%.
Commuting was another task that sounded more challenging than it proved to be. My office is located 43
miles from my home, and the ride mixes up serene country roads, some sections of gridlocked two lane
and 4 lane country highway, some high-speed sections where both congestion and vehicular aggression
require high intensive and high performance piloting, and some urban local streets with in-city traffic lights
and stop and go. - continued -
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It almost like an engineer designed a ‘Get-to-work-torture-test-track’ with a little bit of the worst of
everybody’s commute. In short, perfect for what I was looking to find out.
Day 1, I’ll admit I had range anxiety - I was looking at an 86 mile round trip, and didn’t know if I’d be able
to locate a plug to top the batteries up while I was at the office. Theoretically, this was well inside the
Zero’s stated range, but the route has a minimum of 25 miles of elevated highway speeds, which tightened
calculated range up considerably. So I loaded my laptop backpack and my insulated lunch bag into the
top case, pulled on my ‘Stich, dialed up some ‘Eco’ mode to conserve power, and headed down toward
Most Congested Northern Virginia. The first stretches of the run to the office were well inside the bike’s
operational envelope in ‘Eco’ mode Route 15 South is a 45 mph speed limit rural highway, and I was able
to stay at a comfortable cruise until I hit the inevitable congestion just outside of Leesburg. In stop and
go or low speed rolling traffic, the Zero quickly revealed an unsuspected virtue with the direct drive and
regenerative breaking dialed up, the bike was trivial to operate open throttle to speed up, close throttle to
slow down no clutch work, and dead comfortable at speeds barely above a walking pace, especially given
the bike’s light weight and narrowness.
The plan held together as I hit Virginia 7 East which still has a few traffic lights to cause congestion on what
is a major highway. When I picked up Virginia 28 South which is a 6 lane limited access highway, I needed
to make some adjustments. After hitting ‘Eco’ mode’s 70 mph software speed limiter implemented because
air drag at higher speeds accelerates rates of battery drain once, then twice, and having the previously
mentioned coterie of Northern Virginia’s performance automobiles treating me like an exposed sitting duck, I
quickly decided that survival was way more important than battery levels, and switched the Zero into ‘Sport’
mode. The Zero does allow for mode switching while in motion selecting a new mode on the fly will have the
newly selected mode show up blinking on the bike’s LCD display closing the throttle momentarily is required
for the new mode to become effective, at which point the label goes solid on the display. Thus re-armed, I
was able to properly defend myself on VA 28 and the Dulles Toll Road until my arrival at the office in Reston.
My battery capacity display was showing a pretty healthy 59% charge remaining. Rolling into the parking
structure, I started the hunt for an undefended plug. My building does have some commercial electric vehicle
charging stations, but they only provide J1772 fast charging plugs, which were of no use to my standard
charger-equipped Zero. I slowly trolled through the garage, heading towards the upper floors where there
were nearly no cars present, using my newly developed feral-plug-sniffing skills. Upon arrival at the second
highest level of the garage, I saw it a weatherproof, GFI equipped 15 amp socket mounted on the surface of
a concrete structural support column.
I pulled the DSR right up next to the column, placed the bike on the side stand, and dismounted. I pulled the
charge cord from the ‘tank’ mounted glovebox, plugged it into the frame-mounted connector, and lifted the lid
on the socket, plugged it in, and crossed my fingers. A second and a half later, I heard the welcome sound
of the bike’s charge solenoid slamming shut, and the green charging telltale on the bike’s display lit up. The
display indicated a little over 5 hours until the battery pack would be fully recharged. We’d be riding home
with a full battery.
I swapped my backpack in the topcase for my helmet, and went into the office for the day’s work. On
my way through the lobby, I stopped to let the building manager know who I was and why there was
a motorcycle in their garage that was plugged into their electric socket. She was very cheerful and
understanding about the conversation, which was a relief. The day at work was like any other day, except
that I was a little more cheerful than usual at the thought of the ride home. At the end of the day, I saddled up
and was fortunate enough to beat the largest portion of the evening pulse coming out of Reston, I stopped
at one light for one change and then merged smartly onto the Dulles Toll Road. After stopping to pay the
toll, I was looking at 15 miles of high speed highway in Loudoun County’s green rolling countryside, to bring
me to the south side of Leesburg. With no bodywork and the dirt bike upright riding position, keeping pace
with 80 mph traffic was about the only time the DSR felt slightly out of its element, and the rate of battery
consumption was the highest I seen.
At Leesburg, everyone in traffic heads north for the Leesburg Bypass, so I didn’t. The Bypass is designed
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to save time by taking traffic around the town, and, as a result, becomes its own self-contained traffic
nightmare -- the average backup there in the evening averages between 45 minutes to an hour to clear the
2 and a half miles of the Bypass. I picked my way through the backstreets of Leesburg, and headed towards
an inexplicable throwback to colonial times 12 miles of dirt road that start right in the middle of one of most
overdeveloped and congested areas in the United States. I could tell you more about this road, but then I
would have no choice but to kill you. Five minutes away from utter gridlock, I was standing up on the pegs of
the DSR, working my way over the loose and rutted surface though deep forest and dappled sunlight, past
pastures filled with horses that were utterly unconcerned with my silent passing. I’ve been down this road
many times before usually on BMW boxers on both street and dual sport tires but never felt as comfortable
or as in command as the tires, structure, suspension and power characteristics of the Zero DSR made
possible.
All good things must pass, and eventually my dirt road ran out. Another 20 miles of twisty pavement brought
me back home -- with 57% of the battery capacity showing remaining. In many more such round trips, it was
the lowest number I would see. The biggest influence on battery life and range on the Zero is the attitude of
the rider. The more restrained one’s right wrist is, the further the Zero’s battery pack will take you. On these
commuting rides, I’ll freely cop to riding like a total knob. Where possible, the throttle was wide open, either
as a response to the aggression of drivers around me, or alternately, because the Atom-bomb rush of the
Zero’s acceleration is so compellingly addictive. I’m usually a very conservative street rider, but the sheer
quickness of the Zero made the formally inadvisable, or in some cases, impossible, completely trivial.
My conclusion, though, is that as a commuter’s motorcycle, even making absolutely no effort to conserve
power and extend range, the Zero made short work and would continue to make short work of an 80 + mile
round trip with minimum drama and maximum fun. It was easier to ride in congested conditions, was more
agile and responsive as a defensive driving weapon, and required virtually no maintenance in doing so.
The world around us has already changed. Regardless of what may be happening with our public policy
debate in this country, the market has already decided that Electric motive power is the only possible
response to the damage that has been done to the Earth’s environment since the dawn of the Industrial
Revolution. I recognize that the technology to enable long distance motorcycle touring is not yet here, but
the in the long run, the technical issues are absolutely solvable. For every need short of that lunch-run-toMontana, today’s Zero’s Z-force Technology is cheaper to run, lower maintenance, and well up to the task of
use for everyday transportation.
In the 30 days the Zero was in my garage, I didn’t buy any gasoline for my other motorcycles. Watching
the telemetry on my Solar System as I’ve been obsessively doing, the juice being used to top the Zero’s
batteries off each night even when they were close to fully depleted wasn’t even making a dent in the array’s
overproduction. I ended up the month that the Zero was my only transportation with the local utility still owing
me close to $70 for the wholesale cost of the power we produced over what we used ourselves. Zero’s
calculations show that the cost of power when purchased from a public utility to fully charge the DSR at
about $1.45, which will get one roughly a hundred twenty miles, or a ‘fuel’ cost of about 1.2 cents per mile.
Producing one’s own solar power though, gives a whole new meaning to ‘free ride’. But none of that would
mean anything if it wasn’t simply more fun to ride, and whoa, is it ever.
Greg Shamieh
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THE WRITE GRIP
A bike by any other name…
Stevie Lynne
Happy Thanksgiving and a very Merry Christmas to you!
I pray you’ll get to spend the holiday season with those you love, be able to remember anyone you miss with more
smiles than tears, and that you’ve been good enough for Santa to treat you with something special. I find myself very
thankful and feeling blessed when I think about all the things that have taken place over the past year. So many positive
changes have occurred in all aspects of my life, including riding.
I’ve always wanted a Heritage Softail, and now after the better part of a year on one I do love it. Thanks to my boyfriend’s mechanical skills it’s fun to run and really comfortable. I do have to pay a bit more attention to where I park
again, especially if there is any kind of an incline as I get used to handling a bike that’s heavier than the Sportster I rode
for many miles. I’m glad it’s still in the family, now my brother’s, and I can’t help but hope if my niece grows up to have
an interest in riding she’d like it for her first bike. It wasn’t my first, probably won’t be my last, but oh what a soft spot I
have for it in my heart.
The bond began the day I first saw this particular 1200 Custom on a trip to one of the area Harley dealerships. I was
walking along a row of bikes and although I know it sounds unbelievable, it was as if this Sporty came to life for second
and picked me. Out of the corner of my eye I caught it performing the same type of maneuver a dog would make against
another when vying for attention; a playful nudge to jostle into position and say, “Look at me.” It worked.
A small test ride was all it took to prove to me that I liked the way this bike felt and sounded as much as the way
it looked. The vibe that this machine’s personality was that of a big red Doberman, always ready to go out and play,
prompted me to name it “Dobie”. Play we did: on lots of backroads in Central Virginia, up to Atlantic City, down to New
Orleans, through beaches, campouts, and even a few spills. Some of these adventures I’m sure I’ll reminisce on in detail
at some point. But the point I’m now trying to get to, lollygagging along here just as I do on the bike, is how its nickname originated.
I’m always ready to admit, when given a limited amount of time and the choice, I’d wind up opting to ride this motorcycle over washing it. The friends I rode with noticed and continually pointed out to me that my bike was usually the
dirty one in the group. After this teasing revelation had been passed along to me the umpteenth time, I turned to the
DMV with a sort of visual reply in mind. D1RTY1 was available to order on a personalized plate.
With Dobie’s new name tag on display, I had great fun rolling into a parking lot to meet up for a ride. When questioned
if I would wash my bike anytime soon I could say, “No! I’d have to go through the hassle of changing my license plate.”
Or if I heard, “Hey, did you know your bike is dirty?”, a shrug and gesture toward the back of the motorcycle would
bring a laugh when the tag was spotted.
For a bike by any other name can provoke a smile…and that is sweet.
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JUST JIM
A VACATION RIDE
During the summer of 1970, while stationed in Germany, I realized that my days in the Army were
about to end. Since I had accumulated some “leave time”, it seemed prudent to take a little vacation
while still covered under Uncle Sam’s insurance policy. I had already decided to stay in Germany for
at least a couple of months after my discharge date of September 22nd. There were good friends
that offered to let me stay in their home if I wanted to. My former roommate, on base, had married
our office secretary and had convinced me that I could stay with them if necessary.
We were all good friends and it was comforting to know that I was not going to be without food and
shelter once I was released from the military. One of my friends had taken his discharge and decided
to stay in country for a year. I believe after that, you have to get permission from the local authorites
to extend your time over there. That has probably changed by now since it has been 47 years since I
was there.
My friend had a bad accident when an on-coming beer truck crossed the center line and forced his
motorcycle off the road. When he regained conscousness, he was in a hospital bed, hooked up to
medical equipment following leg surgery. He was in a panic, since he could not feel his foot nor his
leg and feared it had been amputated. He started calling for a nurse and tried asking for help as the
wrapping was too tight causing enormous pain. He told me that they rushed him into surgery and
put him to sleep before he could explain in English what he was feeling. In Germany, back in 1970,
it was not unusual to see even young people with limbs removed. I will never forget his account of
what happened. Fortunately, he did not lose his limb, but the agony of not knowing what they had
done and the inability to speak the language caused much anguish. He was scared to say anything for
fear they would rush him back into surgery. His sharing this account with me, made me anxious, to
say the least!
After filling my ruck-sack with some clothes, my camera and a map, I departed for my week of
vacation. The weather could not have been better as I crossed the German border into Austria. It was
a pretty country with beautiful towns and hills...it would be difficult to find anyplace more lovely.
-continued -
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A VACATION TRIP - continued Before I realized it, I was crossing a long bridge, called “The Brenner Pass”, which led to the Italian
border and a passport and credential examination. They took a long look at my 1951 motorcycle as it
had recently been totally rebuilt and looked brand new! Almost every country in Europe used BMW
bikes for their policemen, with the exception of Italy which built and used Motoguzzi exclusively.
Since I did not speak Italian, and very little German, I did not say anything unless they asked me a
direct question. My papers told them everything they needed to know. Once I cleared the border, I
just drove south.
My lack of riding experience became obvious when the night air clouded my goggles to the point
that I could not see where I was going. It seems they manufactured the goggles using two thin sheets
of plastic which attracted the dew from the night air and filled with liquid distorting my vision to the
point that I could not tell which side of the road I was on when headlights were on-coming. Boy, I had
a couple of close calls before taking those goggles off and just using my sunglasses to shield my eyes.
That was not so good because they were so dark I could hardly see the road once it got dark. I had
a road map under clear plastic, in a large bag, that fit on top of my gas tank that helped me find my
way.
Actually, I was getting tired and needed to find a rooming house or hotel and a good meal. The
first town was a total disappointment as they had a convention of some magnitude and no rooms
available. I checked the map and found a sizeable town another hour south. That time I found a
nice rooming house and secured my quarters and then asked where I could find some food. To my
amazement, there was a small restaurant at the end of the block. It was close to 10:00 and I was
delighted to find it open and friendly. When the waitress handed me a menue, she soon realized I did
not know a single word and could not order. She was very resourceful, took my hand and led me to
the kitchen. I saw about 5 or 6 copper kettles with all kinds of spaghetti sauce and I just pointed and
she did the rest. She could tell I was famished, and she dipped nearly two pounds of spaghetti on a
gigantic china plate, then took a copper dipper and loaded the plate with grated cheese and boiling
hot sauce which melted that cheese making it permeate through the whole pile of noodles. Never
had a better dinner in my entire life. Guess that is why I prepare and serve spaghetti dinners every
February at our local church.
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Seems that my method of preparing and serving spaghetti pleases even the most critical diners.
Following a great night’s sleep I pointed the bike towards the north western coast of Italy’s
Mediterranian Seaport. It just so happened that the Italians were demonstrating against President
Nixon and were turning cars over and burning them while I was in Italy, so I moved across the sea
coast towards Monaco which was so small I was past it before I knew it. Then on to the French Riviera
and turned north towards Paris, but stopped short and stayed in a small French town which did not
impress me with its food nor friendliness. The bed was a big soft feather bed. The next morning I
headed towards switzerland which was very up-to-date with clean cities and modern cars and plenty
of banks to protect your money. The border crossing from France into Switzerland was a little more
difficult due to many questions by the border guards. At first they told me I could not enter due to
some regulation. I told them I was in a hurry to get back to Germany, so I did not have time to play
games and they let me through without any more delay. They quickly found out that I was still in the
Army, and they did not want to talk to my Lt. Col. boss nor the General that ran the base. It was a
good trip, but opened my eyes to the way each country has its own rules and likes to threaten you
regarding your papers and their particular rules. I learned valuable lessons on that trip. I saw
beautiful sights, and I was glad, frankly, to be back on an American run base where everyone knew
me and I knew them. The USA is a great place to be even though it was in the center of Germany!
Just Jim
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- ALWAYS A HEADWIND The San Francisco Motorcycle Scene You Can Believe What You Read
Text & Photos by Robert H. Miller, www.backroadbob.com

As the plane banked over the City By The Bay the lights of San Francisco began twinkling on like Christmas
lights. It took an hour to disembark from the cross-country flight and a 35-minute train ride before I stepped off the
curb and onto the street at Union Square. I dashed across with only a glance at traffic to catch a passing cab and when
I turned to load my gear I looked back across the street and realized I’d just come within yards of being run over by a
trolley. Welcome to San Francisco!
It had been thirty years since I’d had to dodge street cars and I’d forgotten what they looked like when you’re
staring down the barrel of one at night. That large, dim single headlight just didn’t register as something that could kill
me. I couldn’t help but think of all the miles that had passed beneath my wheels and how ironic it would have been for
a streetcar to by my demise. Feeling lucky once again, but knowing my week in and around San Francisco had almost
ended before it had begun, I promised myself to keep an eye out for those streetcars, especially at night.
Living in Pennsylvania, there had only been tidbits of information, mostly from the edgy publication City Bike,
about the San Francisco motorcycle scene. The popular print magazines of the day had always been headquartered
in southern California. Internet ride reports on California’s Central Valley and my own experiences driving from the
airport, skirting the city and touring through the agriculturally-abundant Salinas Valley (think Grapes of Wrath) on my
way to nearby Monterey Peninsula to cover MotoGP at Laguna Seca Raceway was all I had to go on. There wasn’t much
that filtered to the East Coast about the San Francisco motorcycle scene. Over the next week, I’d be pleasantly wrong
about all my preconceived notions. Like the gossip game, the facts were nothing like they had started by the time they
were transmitted three thousand miles to the East Coast.
I found San Francisco has an incredibly vibrant motorcycle scene bolstered, no doubt, by the perennial presense of one of the top motorcycle rags of all time, City Bike. The San Francisco motorcycle scene proved to be as irreverent, wisecracking, and hip as the articles, writers and editors of the magazine itself.
The hippest of the hip were too cool to be on Ducatis, although there were plenty of them to go around. Instead,
they were on Knuckle, Pan, and Shovel Heads. These hardcore city dwellers had searched and found themselves classic
American iron to ride, and been seen, on. From a distance, they sounded like a low rumble, not the thunderous clatter
of a Ducati. The ever-present Harley Thunder probably scared every city resident into thinking the Big One was about
to happen. What threw you off was the riders’ brisk pace and the wound up sound emanating from the pipes. These
old bikes were being ridden at a sport bike pace Frank Bullitt could appreciate. It was something you never see on the
East Coast. Even after a week, it didn’t compute. It left you wondering how the riders kept from going airborne over San
Francisco’s steep, hilly streets. Maybe they didn’t.
Then next morning after the trolley car greeting was the beginning of a week of pleasant surprises. Looking
out my hotel window onto Bush Street, directly across was a line of motorcycles neatly parked in front of a cafe. It was
a scene that would be repeated all over the city. As the week progressed, I’d learn not only the patrons were parked
outside theses cafes, but the staff as well. Instead of an alarm, each morning I awoke smiling to the echoing rumble of
motorcycles gearing down the hill toward Union Square and circling into one of those motorcycle-only parking spots
across the street. It was a very nice way to start the day.
I was a bit familiar with the urban bike scene in New York City and its hardcore riders dodging homicidal
taxi drivers and the sink holes that pass for pot holes in Manhatten, but the San Francisco scene was different. Unlike
Central Park, there were miles and miles of cruising to do in Golden Gate Park and instead of more concrete jungle at
the end of the park, there were surfers on the Pacific Ocean and unforgettable sunsets. In New York City, the hippest
shops were hard to find and didn’t want publicity if you did find them. In San Francisco, they were easy to spot and a
lot friendlier. Just looking for a row of bikes parked in front of a graffiti-covered galvanized garage door in a not-so-nice
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neighborhood was the clue.
Although both San Francisco and New York City have horrendous traffic, there’s no Napa Valley, Pacific Coast
Highway, or John Muir Sequoia Forest once you cross the bridge out of town, but as soon as you cross the Golden Gate
Bridge you have your pick of all three. As nice as Bear Mountain Bridge and West Point are, they don’t compare to the
Golden Gate Bridge and the Marin Highlands.
The closest thing New Jersey has to San Francisco splendor are well stocked wine shops. Pacific Coast Highway
versus Route 9, John Muir Sequoia National Park versus Pine Barrens State Park, Napa Valley versus Garden State Wine
Growers Association - it just doesn’t compare.
Like New York City, San Francisco has hole in the wall repair and custom shops, small motorcycle clubs, and
hard core riders, but San Francisco’s one-percenters aren’t known to terrorize and assault families out for a Sunday drive
- except maybe the Hell’s Angels and I don’t think even they stoop that low. Motorcycle club members in San Francisco
seem to be kindlier, gentler, one-percenters. Proof is no other American city taxes your restaurant meal based on its
“healthy” quotient.
You won’t find greasy fries, dirty water hot dogs, and sausage, pepper, and onion sandwiches on the menu either.
Instead its more veggie burgers, sprouts, and fish, but you might find a rider from Spain working a high tech Silicon Valley job and using his KTM 1190 Adventure as a grocery getter. America’s capitalism, affordability and freedoms allowed
him to buy his dream bike as that KTM is almost un-obtanium for the average Spaniard. You’ll also see plenty of rusty,
junk yard dog, ‘70s UJMs ridden by Kurt Cobain look-alikes too. San Franciscans, when they aren’t eating out, have
adopted the European Model and often stop into a local, well-stocked corner market for the ingredients of their evening
meal and the rows of plentiful, excellent, and inexpensive wines.
San Francisco has so many places to ride without leaving the city and the wide streets make it more pleasant
too, but always there are those demonic trolley tracks too. Unless you’ve ridden a dirt bike in deep, deep sand, you don’t
know what it’s like to ride streets lined with merging, crisscrossing, and ice-slick trolley tracks. It’s no fun under any
circumstance. It’s anybody’s guess, including your own, which way your handlebars will go when you cross them.
A trip to San Francisco will prove you really can believe what you read. Ducati Bike Nights (nine each month!),
Sonoma Raceway just across the Golden Gate Bridge, Dudley Perkins H-D (with a retail merchandise outlet at the old
Fisherman’s Wharf location), dozens of biker-friendly cafes (like Moto Java) and bars (like Zeitgeist), there are so many
places just to hang out. In San Francisco, it’s not how many miles you ride, its more how you look when you’re riding
that counts.
Motorcycle rental in San Francisco is plentiful, but never cheap unless you snag one of Eagle Rider’s “Motorcycle
Specials” and then it’s a deal. Some shops, like Scuderia, specialize in scooter rentals, Dubbelju specializes in BMW and
Ducati rentals, and Dudley Perkins’ (since 1914 and with an impressive bike collection/museum on display to prove it)
main location where the rental bikes are has moved from Fisherman’s Wharf to out near the airport.
Backroad Bob
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PERFECT GIFT!
NON VENTED HATS FOR COOLER WEATHER!
CHOICE OF THESE COLORS!
$17.99 INCLUDES USPS!

T-SHIRTS!
GILDAN ULTRA COTTON PRE-SHRUNK 6OZ
TS,
SHIRTS!
GILDAN
ULTRA COTTON!
S,M,L,XL! CHOICE
OF THESEorder.
COLORS!
sizes available
by special
M, L,
XL Other
ONLY $18.99

CLASSIC
BLACK & PINK

CLASSIC
BLACK & WHITE

GILDAN ULTRA COTTON 6 OZ PRE-SHRUNK HIGH QUALITY T SHIRTS!

CLASSIC
WHITE & BLACK

CLASSIC
PINK & BLACK

$18.99 includes S&H!
TRAVEL CAN KOOZIES!
CHOICE OF COLORS!
$2.98 INCLUDES S&H!

FOLDS FLAT AND FITS IN A POCKET!

VENTED FOR EASY REMOVAL & REFILL!
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MOTOR-OSOPHY LIFE ON TWO WHEELS
ROBERT HUNT
The Sasquatch Death Trek
A Race Against Time
It’s always been a dream of mine to observe a Sasquatch in person and if there is an opportunity to see this fabled
beast then the rural mountains of Western Colorado will be the place to see it. What does a Mountain Yeti have
to do with motorcycling? Well Imagine a 24 Hour, 1000 Mile Motorcycle Endurance Adventure through the most
picturesque, scenic mountain roads in the country. Given the nature and setting of this race, who knows what
craziness will be observed in the bucolic landscape of our awe-inspiring route.
Welcome to the first annual “Sasquatch Death Trek”.
For the last 6 months three friends and I have planned this epic exploit on two wheels. Our wives have labeled the
ride, “The Suicide Mountain Run” because of the foolishness associated with this endeavor. Some ask, why expend
the effort for no reward? In this challenge, the journey is the reward. It is understood by my comrades that once the
Sasquatch Death Trek is conquered, we shall obtain eternal glory and if lucky, a cheap t-shirt. There can be no victory
without a sleep deprived, pain induced, mind draining journey on two wheels. On a positive note, the hallucinations
caused by extreme exhaustion are free. Maybe seeing a belligerent mountain yeti is not out of the question.
An endurance ride of this magnitude through a mountain landscape is not for the faint of heart. The curvaceous
high-altitude route by its very nature will lower our average speed per mile. From a logistics stand point we needed
to plan for a lack of gas stations in the rural areas during off peak traffic hours. The biggest issue is safety. The roads
we plan on traveling tend to be dangerous while fully rested, but are acutely more hazardous while fatigued. We
all agreed that if any of us become too drowsy to ride the 1000 miles in the pre-set time requirements then that
individual should immediately stop and sleep; there is no dishonor in staying alive. With our ground rules set, we
begin our route at 1am on a windy Friday Night.
Leg 1: The Midnight Torpedo Express
· Denver to Grand Junction, CO
· We Are Ecstatic, Motivated, Awe-struck
We planned the route a bit backwards but there was a method behind our madness. The race against time starts in
Denver at 1am and from there we head towards Grand Junction, Colorado. Our route is Interstate 70, it’s a straight
shot over the mountains, has little traffic in the late evening and is well lit to compensate for our evening excursion.
We explode with little fanfare from our departure site and head west. The night air feels invigorating as we sprint
down the highway. It almost seems as if the endless vibrant stars are plowing a path before us as we travel. About an
hour and a half into the trip we hit a brick wall of rain just east of the Eisenhower Tunnel which borrows its way under
the Continental divide in the spine of the Rocky Mountains. The cold mountain air along with the rain dampen our
clothing but not our resolve. We charge forward, and care not for the rain. I call this leg of the journey the Midnight
Torpedo Express. We travel with a sense of urgency; our focus is dawn and the warm light of day.
Leg 2: With Dawn Cometh Hope
· Grand Junction to Durango, CO
· We Are Dazed, Resolute, Imprudent
The darkness is purged from our minds as the sun fights to rise in the east. With every new beam of light that peaks
through the night, we become more determined. Like endorphin juice for the soul, dawn propels us forward and
we head South towards Durango, Colorado. The group is tired after an all-night ride across the continental divide
but as we hoped, the day brings alertness and relief. In the beginning of the Iraq War in 2003, my unit ran a mission
that lasted more than 38 hours. I never remember being tired during that patrol. Once we kicked off from Kuwait
to the forward operating area, we ran on pure adrenaline and red bull. Our current trek is a different situation, but
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MOTOR-OSOPHY CONTINUED
it brings back similar thoughts and feelings. Our minds are powerful tools and I truly believe when we stretch our
minds endurance we find different areas of the brain rarely visited. It’s a great time to dwell upon life’s perplexing
issues because we often can find answers we never thought existed. There is a stretch of roadway on Highway 141
near Gateway, Colorado that every human should ride during sunrise. The way the light reflects off the table top mesa
cliffs is beyond explanation. We rode through this picturesque landscape wondering if we got lost in a Pablo Picasso
Painting.
Leg 3: Ramblings of the Weary
· Durango to Taos, NM
· We Are Zany, Crabby, Fatigued
Western Colorado is bursting with colorful beauty, intertwined with mountains, cliffs and high desert landscapes.
It’s like a buffet of sites, smells and emotions specially designed to enhance a rider’s delight. Still yet, something is
missing. We have been driving the sublime, peaceful, rural roads for hundreds of miles and I have not yet seen the
elusive Sasquatch. It’s not really the creature that interests me, it’s more of the legend and the romantic nature that
someone or something could survive in today’s civilization as a ghost. It just does not seem like a plausible option in
our ever-shrinking world. My hope is that Sasquatch lives and is sitting in a cave somewhere saying, “those people are
morons”. It’s amazing what thoughts go through your mind while motorcycling for 15 hours straight. My brain has
gone adrift and I fight off fatigue with mental ramblings and jaw breakers which I begin to eat continuously. Out of
necessity we begin to stop more often to rest our pain filled bodies and chase away the impending exhaustion which
we know is lurking out there beyond the next plateau.
Leg 4: Sleep be Damned
· Taos, NM to Pueblo, CO
· We Are Weary, Conquered, Dejected
The rain pours down harder as we begin to head north. Morale is at a low for the group. We’re not close enough
to our destination yet to see the light through the tunnel and a lack of sleep is catching up with us. During our
short rests breaks, we try to motivate each other through heavy laden smiles and jokes about our self-determined
circumstances. Each member of the group begins to have trouble getting on and off their motorcycles from muscle
pain and general discomfort. Everyone is tired and yearns for sleep but not one-person hints of backing down from
the challenge. Our collective fortitude makes every individual stronger. Two members of the group are wearing three
quarter helmets and the rain has increased in intensity. I feel for them as they try to protect themselves behind their
windshields as we ride through the storm. Maybe I am becoming soft in my declining years but if there is a chance of
bad weather have a full-face helmet ready to be used. With that said, I admire their determination and grit as they
struggle through the stinging pellets of rain.
Leg 5: Failure is not an Option
· Pueblo, CO to Denver
· We Are Unyielding, Inspired, Euphoric
We fill up gas in Pueblo, Colorado and check our maps. We are 2 hours from our objective and the completion of the
Sasquatch Death Trek. The rain becomes a deluge and soaks through our wet weather gear. We are on I-25 North on
Saturday Night and traffic is heavy. Our visibility is cut down to about 15 meters ahead of us so we ride in formation at
a slow rate of speed. The puddles on the highway, the darkness of night, the lack of sleep is adding up to a precarious
safety hazard; we just need to make it home without an accident. As wet and cold as we are, every mile closer to
home warms our hearts. At this point of the trip an artic blizzard could hit us but it could not stop us. We move
forward with a steadfast determination creeping towards our journey’s end. About 45 minutes from home, the rain
stops and I see a twinkling star wrestle a glimmer of light through the clouds. The 1000-mile mission is accomplished
in 22 hours and 30 minutes. All partakers return home without injury or incident with time to spare.
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The Sasquatch Death Trek ends with a celebratory plate of chicken wings at our favorite restaurant. I would not
recommend such a challenge to anyone. The risk is high given the sleep deprivation involved in the objective but will
say that the feeling of accomplishment was worth the hardship once we made it safely home. If you want to attempt
such a challenge, my recommendation is to choose a core group of friends to be a part of the event. Gear up for all
weather scenarios. Rain Gear, full face helmet, multiple sets of gloves are needed for this type of ride. Pack your
meals so you don’t waste time in restaurants. I subsisted on water, beef jerky, sun flower seeds and jaw breakers.
Plan your route ahead of time. For example, every one of our gas station fill ups was predetermined and every one of
our group knew exactly where the next stop was located. Plan for your trip to take longer than your schedule dictates
and stay ahead of your time curve throughout the 1000-mile route. Once behind in a race against time, it’s hard to
make up the difference. Always remember that the safety of the group is paramount and if at first you don’t succeed
then the fun part is trying again later down the road.
Robert Hunt
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Need To Know: Motor Vehicle Insurance For Motorcyclists
MATT DANIELSON

We all hope we’ll never be involved in an accident, but the reality is that many of us will be. Don’t
get me wrong, I don’t think riding is dangerous. But, when you get out on the road, you’re sharing
it with other riders and drivers and can be at the mercy of poor road and weather conditions. While
insurance can’t prevent an accident, it is the best means to protect yourself after the fact.
So whether you’re looking to insure a new bike or review your current policy, it’s important to know
how much you – and your bike – are protected. What type of policy is best? How much coverage
should I have? If another driver is at fault, won’t their insurance cover the costs? These are some of
the most common questions clients ask me, and are a good place to start.
Full coverage: Is that enough?
Not necessarily. The term ‘full coverage’ can be misleading because it doesn’t necessarily mean the
policy will cover everything in full in the event of an accident. Full coverage typically includes all the
major types of coverages your insurance provider offers. But, some insurance companies define ‘full
coverage’ differently.
What’s more important is how much coverage you bought. If you also bought the minimum amount
of coverage (read: coverage limit, $25,000 for example), you will most likely receive only the
minimum limits for your injury, regardless of how serious it is or the verdict you receive in court.
If someone injures me, won’t their insurance pay the expenses?
Yes, but only to the limits of their policy. If you’re in an accident and the other motorist is at fault,
their insurance will pay out, but that doesn’t mean it’ll cover all the costs. The other motorist’s
insurance coverage will only pay up to their policy limit, and if they’re like most, they bought the
minimum amount their state requires.
For example, the minimum amount of insurance a person must have in North Carolina is $30,000.
In Georgia, South Carolina and Virginia, the minimum is $25,000. Regardless of how serious the
injuries or damages are (read: expensive), the other motorists’ insurance will not have to pay you any
more than their policy limits. If the person that hit you has only minimum limits, that probably won’t
be enough to cover your medical bills, lost wages, pain, suffering and inconvenience, which you’re
entitled to if you’re in a serious accident due to the negligence of another motorist.
Can’t I sue the other person if it was their fault?
Yes, you can, but that won’t change the amount of money their insurance will pay you. Let’s say you
sue and get a verdict of $500,000. The defendant’s insurance company still won’t have to pay you
any more than the defendant’s policy limits. So, if the defendant’s policy limits are $25,000, that’s the
maximum amount their insurance is required to pay toward the costs of the accident.
Then I can recover from the defendant’s personal assets, right?
More often than not, no. Most people don’t have enough personal assets to cover the costs of serious
injuries. And, assets jointly owned with a spouse – like a bank account, house or land – typically
cannot be used to satisfy a judgement.
- continued next page 42
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Need to know: Motor vehicle insurance for motorcyclists - continued Even if you’re in a situation where you can collect from a defendant’s personal assets, the defendant
may have the ability to declare bankruptcy and have your judgement against them discharged.
Insurance coverage can be complicated, and not always relevant – until you really need it. In the next
issue, we’ll explain coverage types, protecting yourself against uninsured or underinsured motorists
and how to talk to your insurance provider.
Free motorcycle insurance policy review
Still not sure if you have enough coverage? Let one of the partners at the Motorcycle Law Group take
a look at your policies for you. One of our attorneys will review your insurance coverage and see if
there’s room to improve or reorganize your policies. We’ve helped many riders get better coverage
with relatively little change to their rates. The process is simple, free and takes no longer than 10 days.
To submit your insurance policies for a free review, visit www.MotorcycleLawGroup.com/FreeMotorcycle-Insurance-Policy-Review/.
And as always, if you have any additional questions about insurance, your state’s regulations or any other topic related
to riders, please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Matt Danielson
McGrath, Danielson, Sorrell & Fuller
The Motorcycle Law Group
1-800-321-8968
Matt@MotorcycleLawGroup.com
MotorcycleLawGroup.com
Matt Danielson is a partner at the Motorcycle Law Group, a personal injury law firm whose attorneys all ride
motorcycles and represent clients in GA, VA, WV, NC and SC. Matt has successfully represented clients in cases
ranging from simple property damage to complex multi-million dollar personal injury claims. He also serves as a
lobbyist, adjunct professor and works with motorcycle rights organizations throughout the country. To learn more
about the Motorcycle Law Group, visit motorcyclelawgroup.com or call 1-800-321-8968.
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CONFESSIONS OF A FEMALE RIDER

Staying Safe On The Road: Tips For Female Riders
By Liz Sorrell, The Motorcycle Law Group

As a female rider, I have come to realize the importance of always thinking about my personal safety while on the
road. I ride alone more often than not and actually prefer it that way. For me, riding alone allows me to take time for
myself to enjoy something I’m passionate about. But, just because I’m riding alone does not mean I am the only one
out on the road.
Most of my encounters with others on the road have been pleasant, helpful and welcomed. It wasn’t until I
experienced a few creepy encounters that I really began to think about how to avoid these types of situations. Those
encounters were a true learning experience, but also got me thinking about some other ways I needed to stay safe. So I
came up with a few rules to follow every time I ride.
First, I always keep my tracking app on. When traveling alone, especially at night and on dark backroads, it makes me
feel safer knowing my friends and family have the ability to know when and where I have stopped. Before I leave, I
also always let a friend or loved one know which roads and routes I plan to take.
Second, I switch my cell phone settings to automatically answer an incoming call while riding. That way, if something
or someone is preventing me from answering, it answers anyway and my caller can hear what’s going on from my end.
I also make sure my phone is fully charged before beginning a ride. And just in case by battery drains from searching
for my network or because my ride ends up being longer than anticipated, I always have a portable charger on hand.
I also keep items with me that will help minimize time spent on the side of the road if a problem occurs with my bike.
I can assure you I am no mechanic, but I always keep a tire repair kit and C02 cartridges so I can fix and inflate a flat
tire. I also always have a jumper box, some tools and a fuse or two. And, flashlights. Not one, not two, but several are
on me and my bike at all times. It’s equally as important to make sure the batteries are new or fully charged and to keep
an extra pack, just in case.
Finally, a piece of advice I urge any rider to follow is to always be prepared for any situation. Because of the few
encounters I’ve had with others on the road that made me feel unsafe, I always carry a firearm, mace and a whistle. I
always tell fellow riders and friends to stay alert and pay attention to everything and everyone around whenever they
stop.
Ladies (and gentlemen), you can never be too safe and you can never be too prepared. From unsettling encounters
with others on the road, to getting a flat tire on a dimly-lit road or simply stopping for a break, being prepared has
helped me stay safe and enjoy the ride.
As always, if you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me,
Liz Sorrell.
The Motorcycle Law Group, McGrath, Danielson, Sorrell & Fuller 1-800-321-8968
Liz@MotorcycleLawGroup.com or MotorcycleLawGroup.com
Liz Sorrell is a partner at the Motorcycle Law Group, a personal injury law firm whose attorneys all ride motorcycles
and practice in VA, NC, SC, GA and WV. Liz has successfully represented hundreds of clients in VA, NC and WV.
She often lectures with regard to laws affecting motorcyclists, recently worked as an adjunct professor with Saint
Leo University and works with motorcycle rights organizations. To learn more about the Motorcycle Law Group,
visit MotorcycleLawGroup.com.
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BACKFIRE

Snippets of motorcycling lore
These days we measure all things with great precision and trust
unquestionably the results shown by instruments invented only within our
own generation. This was not always the case. Much was conjectured from
theoretical conclusions arrived at via mathematical formulae or opinions of
the misinformed. Although it wasn’t exactly rocket science, the difficulty of
measuring the speed of small fast things was still daunting.
Bob Feller, the renowned pitcher for the Cleveland Indians, was
hailed as the man who could throw a baseball faster than anyone else.
He wanted to know just how fast that was. So did a lot of his fans and
teammates. No radar guns, laser beams or other present day speed timing
devices — this was 1940 — so, how was this feat to be accomplished?
Why, by motorcycle, of course.
A street through Chicago’s Lincoln Park was closed off and the
ground breaking test set up. Local police participated well beyond merely
closing the street. They provided a motorcycle as well as a policeman to ride
it. Two paper targets were constructed through one of which the ball, and
the other the motorcycle, would pass. They were set side by side. A distance
approximating home base to pitcher’s mound in front of the targets is where
Bob Feller, baseball in hand, awaited the speeding Harley Davidson.
The bike passed him at 86 miles per hour, and by the time the famous
pitcher let the ball fly, the Harley had a ten foot lead. In spite of this, the ball
hit the target first. Initial estimate of ball speed was 92 miles per hour. When
recalculated, it was 104 miles per hour when it hit the target. (Al Karasa)

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

NOTE - You can see it on YouTube here:
“Before Radar Guns Bob Feller”
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